Welcome to ELTV

Where you can get morning announcements and find out what’s going on in your school!!!!
What is ELTV?

ELTV is a morning newscast created by the fourth and fifth graders with the help of Mrs. Rombola (if her help is needed).

Each morning on ELTV we make important announcements, the weather, Wisdom Wednesday messages, and let's not forget Birthdays!

Sometimes we even show special messages and video announcements from our student council and classrooms.
Jobs

There are so many different jobs that are very important to help run ELTV.

- Announcers
- Computer
- Prompter
- Mixer
- Sound
- Office
- Hallway
It is **very** important that the announcers come in early to practice using the prompter before the announcements go on air because they have to practice hard names and or words that they might stumble on.
Announcing Behind the Scenes

- The job of the announcers is to create and type up the daily announcements. To do this they use and update daily templates. They must be creative and good at keyboarding to fulfill the task.
- Controls all the colorful clips and birthday pictures that you see that are made by imovie.
- The clip that plays at the very beginning of announcements is controlled by the computer.
- The creative titles are also created and shown using the computer.
- Transitions, special effects, and music is also controlled by the computer.
Computer Behind the Scenes

- Takes pictures with a digital camera as needed
- Imports birthday pictures
- Imports special videos
- Creates titles with special messages
- Adds transitions, special effects, and music
Opens and edits daily announcements.
Opens and pastes Lotus Note’s e-mails from teachers and parents into the announcements
So the announcers can practice they enlarge the font on the prompter.
During announcements they control the pace of the announcements by scrolling the prompter announcements.
Mixer

- Toggles the screen from announcers to computer and sometimes to a second camera with a small lever. When they pull it, it switches the screen to a different source.
- They control Croma-Key which makes a picture behind the announcers.
- When they hear the office person say that ELTV is now on the air, they put ELTV on the air with a flip of a switch.
Sound

- Plugs in microphones.
- Controls the announcers, computer, and master (overall) sound.
- Pays attention to the hallway people giving signals to higher or lower the sound on the announcers and computer.
Office

- Goes down to the main office to the main sound system in the school.
- Turns on the main sound system.
- At 9:10 they make the announcement that ELTV is now on the air.
**Hallway**

- Tells the sound person to higher and or lower the sound by listening to the sound from the speakers in the hallway.

- They use hand signals like moving their hands up or down and giving thumbs up if the sound is good.
What **ELTV** Is To The Crew

We learned how to, use computers very well, use things we never even heard of, work well with other kids as a team, use shortcuts on a computer, and we can’t forget how to do many different broadcasting jobs!

ELTV is important to us because we built self confidence, made new friends, leaned lots, it was very fun, and last but never the least it has given us great memories to save forever!
The Crew

Hope to see you next year and be ready for lots of lights, cameras and even more action!

From, the 2010-2011 crew